Domestic Workers Home Training

Domestic Guardians now trains domestic workers in the comfort of your homes! Certificates can be
issued to the trainees on the day; this is optional and all inclusive in the Training fee. Our Courses are
not a one size fits all. This is because domestic workers themselves are different individuals, with
distinct personalities, unique experiences and their learning aptitudes are not the same. Each of our
Courses is made up of 3 Modules and we have several Training Options for each domestic worker.
1. For the Beginner who is new to domestic work, we recommend all 3 Modules of that specific
Course, which run over 3 days (1 Module per day).
2. For the domestic worker who is perhaps doing well in some areas and not performing up to
standard in certain areas, we have Specific Modules you can choose from per Course that
address that specific weakness or need.
3. We also have a 1 Day Refresher Course which is a combination of all 3 Modules of that
particular Course. This is recommended for seasoned domestic workers, who perhaps have
been working for a long while and are slacking off and have forgotten certain things or
simply need motivation. It opens them up to new ideas of doing things, sharpens their skills
and reminds them how valued and appreciated their work is. The Refresher Course is only
available for Housekeeping and Life Skills and Childminding and First Aid Courses.
5 Benefits of Home Training your Domestic Worker!
1. Your domestic worker is trained at home from 9am to 2pm, there is no travel time offsite
and this gives her enough time after training to attend to other duties.
2. Training is very relevant as time is spent on areas specific to your home and needs.
3. Training is more effective because of personalized interactions between trainer and trainee
and the practical demonstrations done in your home with your own equipment and
chemicals.
4. Help with duty roasters. Enjoy In House Expert Advice and Recommendations.
5. Your domestic worker is trained in a Language she understands! We have English, Zulu,
Xhosa & Shona.
Please email thembi@domesticguardians.co.za to request the Modules for the desired Couse and a
Quotation.

